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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that if a linear transformation T on the space of n-square symmetric 
matrices over any subfield of the real field preserves the permanent, where n > 3, 
then T(A) = k PAP' for all symmetric matrices A and a fixed generalized permuta- 
tion matrix P with perP= L 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M,,(F) denote the vector space of n x n matrices over a field F. Let 
H,,(F) be the subspace of M,,(F) consisting of ah symmetric matrices. For 
each A = (ai i) in M, (F), the permanent of A is defined by 
perA = 2 k ah(i), 
oE.5, i=l 
where S, is the symmetric group of degree n. 
In [3], Marcus and May characterize those linear transformations on 
M,,(F) which preserve the permanent of each matrix. An alternative proof of 
their result is given in [l] by Botta. In [4], Marcus, Mint and Moyls consider 
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the same problem on doubly stochastic matrices. In this present paper we 
determine those linear transformations on H,,(F) which hold fixed the 
permanent of each matrix when F is any subfield of the real field. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
In what follows F will denote a subfield of the real field R. Our main 
result is as follows: 
THEOREM. Let T : H,, (F)-+H,, (F) be a linear transformation such that 
perT(A)=perA 
for all A E H,(F). Zf n > 3, then there exists a generalized permutation 
matrix P such that if n is odd, 
T(A) = PAP’ 
for all A in H,,(F) with per P= 1, and if n is even, 
T(A)= ? PAP’ 
for all A in H,,(F) with perP= tl. 
Unless otherwise stated, T will denote a linear mapping on H,(F) such 
that per A = per T(A) for all A in H,(F) where n > 3. 
LEMMA 1. T is non-singular. 
Proof. Suppose that T(A) = 0 and A = (a, i) # 0. Then for any X E H,(F), 
per(A+X)=perT(A+X)=perT(X)=perX. (I) 
Case 1. A is diagonal. ai i #O for some j. Let X = diag( - ai (, - aj i,. . . , - 
aj J. Then 
per(A+X)=O 
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perX=(-l)“$#O, 
a contradiction to (1). 
Case 2. A is not diagonal. Since 
per(PAP’) =perA 
for any permutation matrix P, we may assume that a,, #O. Choose X E 
H,,(F) such that 
xi1 = qj = - a,,, l<i<n, 
xii=l, i+j=n+l, i,iZ2, 
xii=0 otherwise. 
Then per X = u1”, # 0. However, the first column of A+X is zero, and 
therefore per(A + X) = 0, a contradiction to (1). 
Hence T is non-singular. n 
For each 1 < s < t < n, let .& denote the vector space of all matrices 
A=(aii) in H,(F) such that uii=O if (i,j)~{(s,s),(s,t),(t,s),(t,t)}. Let D,, 
denote the set of all matrices A = (a, /) in ./St such that 
perA[s,tls,t] =O. 
LEMMA 2. Let A E H, (F), where n 2 3. Let z be an irwkteminate over 
F.ThenAEDs,fmsomes<tifandonlyifdegper(X+~)~1fmaZZXin 
H,(F). 
Proof. The necessity follows easily from the definition of D,,. We now 
prove the sufficiency. 
We first show that perA[i,ili,j]=O for all i<i. Let C=(C,)EH,,(F) 
such that c,, = 1 for any aE{l,...,n}\{i,i} and c,=O otherwise. Then the 
coefficient of x2 in per( C+ ~4) is perA [i, j/i, j]. Hence by assumption, 
perA[ i,jji,j] =O. 
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Let A = (a, /). Suppose that aii #O, ui i #O, a,, #0 for some distinct 
integers i < j < k. Then 
perA[ i,jli,j] =perA[ i,k]i,k] 
=perA[ j,kl j,k] 
=o 
imply that 
qj akk < 0, ai/ akk < 0, 
which is impossible. Hence there exist distinct s < t such that i # s and i # t 
imply that uii = 0. 
Now if q& #O for some distinct h and k, h < k, such that {h, k} # {s, t}, 
then perA[h,kJh,k]=O implies that 
ahh f 0, ati+& 
a contradiction. This shows that A ED,,. 
LEMMAS. Let l<i<j<n. Then 
forsome l<k<l<n. 
Proof. Let E,, denote the matrix with 1 in the (s, t) position and zeros 
elsewhere. Let 
T lEii ) = (‘st)y 
T(Eij) = (bJ¶ 
T(Eii+Eii)=(cst). 
For each nonzero (Y E F let 
o,=cuE,,-$Eii+(Eii+Efi). 
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Then 
and hence D, E Di i. Hence by lemma 2, 
degper( X + ZD, ) < 1 
for all X E H,(F). Therefore 
degperT(x+zD,) <l (2) 
for all X E 23, (F). Since T is nonsingular, it follows from (2) and Lemma 2 
that 
for some k, < 1,. Clearly there exist k, 2 with k < I and an infinite subset 
VGF\{O} such that 
T(Dol) ED/cl 
for all (Y E V. 
Now let (8, t)e {(k k), (1, I), (k 0 (kk)}. Then 
for all (Y E V. So 
aa,, - i b,, + c,, = 0 
a2as, - b,, + csta = 0 
for all (Y E V. Since V is infinite, 
a,, = b,, = c,, = 0. 
Hence (a,,), (bs,), (c,J E Jk, [. lhrefore 
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LEMMA 4. Let n > 3. Then there exist o E S,, and A,, . . . , A,, E F\(O) such 
that 
(i) T (Eii) = &E,C,l,Cij, i = 1, . . . , n, 
(ii) T(E, i + Eji) = q j& (E,~i~,~i~ + EoC ijoCi$, 1 < i < i < n, where zi i = + 1, 
depending on i, j. 
Proof. Suppose there exists an i such that 
T(Eii)#AE, 
for all hEF\{O} and all i. Then T(E,,)EJ,, for some k<l such that 
(3) 
where c#O, ab + c2 =O. From Lemma 3 and (3) we see that for any s Zi, 
Since T is nonsingular and dimJk, = 3, we obtain a contradiction. Since T is 
nonsingular, there exists a in S,, such that 
for some 4 E F\(O). 
Let l< i<i< n. Since T(Eii)=~E,~i~,~ip T(Eij)=$EO(ijoCij. we have from 
Lemma 3 that 
T(J,J clO(i)v( j)* 
Let 
For any AEF\{O}, let D,=xEii-l/hEjj+Eij+Eji. Then 
i 
hh,+d f 
T(D,)[o(&o( i)b(i)d i)] = f -i++e ’ 
1 
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(&+d)( - &+e)+f2=0, 
or 
eAJ2--X,X,h+hde+f2A--d+=O (4 
forallA#O.Henceeh,=Oandd~=O.Since~#O,~#O,wehavee=d=O. 
Putting x = 1 in (4), we get f 2 = A& Hence 
Proof of the Th4mlem. It follows from Lemma 4 and its proof that 
II;__I&=l and A,,...,& are all positive or all negative. Hence all X,, . . . ,A,, 
are positive if n is odd. Let 
Then it is easily seen from Lemma 4 that 
T(A)=E*QAQ’ 
for all A, where * is the Hadamard product, i.e., (uii)*(bii) =(uiibii) and 
E = (q J is an n X n symmetric (1, - 1) matrix with 
Let J be the n-square matrix all of whose entries are 1. Then 
T(J) =E*QJQt. 
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Since 
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perJ=perT(J)=n! 
per(E*QJQ’ ) = IX fi ciT(i)> 
TES” i=l 
and each product IIT= iei+) is either 1 or - 1, we have 
n 
II $T(i)= l, all ?ES”. 
i=l 
(5) 
From [l], we know that (5) implies %qt = eiitq, for all i,i,s, t. Set ei = 
qiei<‘, Si = eii. Then Si = eliei and ~$3~ = &ei<‘eri = qi. Hence 
W)=DQAQt kd’) 
= (signh,)PAP’, 
where D = diag( El, Q,, . . . , c,,) and P = DQ. Clearly 
perP= fi m ei= 21. 
i=l 
If n is odd and perP= - 1, we may replace P by - P. This completes the 
proof of the Theorem. W 
Note that the theorem is not true when n =2. For example, let T: H,(F) 
+H,(F) be the linear mapping defined by 
then perA = per T(A) for all A in H,(F). However, there does not exist a 
generalized permutation matrix Q such that 
T(A)= ‘QAQ” 
for all A in H,(F). 
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